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ABSTRACT: Enhancing the selectivity of ion-exchange membranes (IEMs) is an
important need for environmental separations but is hindered by insufficient under-
standing of the fundamental transport phenomena. Specifically, existing models do not
adequately explain the order of magnitude disparity in diffusivities of mono-, di-, and
trivalent ions within the membranes. In this study, a transport framework is presented to
describe counterion migration mobility using an analytical expression based on first-
principles. The two governing mechanisms are spatial effect of available fractional volume
for ion transport and electrostatic interaction between mobile ions and fixed charges.
Mobilities of counterions with different valencies were experimentally characterized and
shown to have high R2s in regression analyses with the proposed transport model. The
influence of membrane swelling caused by different counterions was further accounted for
to better model the spatial effect. The frictional effect of electrostatic interaction was
quantitatively linked to the membrane structural and electrical properties of fixed charged density and dielectric constant.
Additionally, the anion-exchange membrane exhibited a weaker electrostatic effect compared to cation-exchange membranes, which
was attributed to steric hindrance caused by hydrocarbon chains of the quaternary amine functional groups. The insights offered in
this study can inform the rational development of IEMs and membrane processes for ion-specific separations.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Improved selectivity in separations has been identified as a
critical need for water, energy, and environment.1−3 Fractio-
nation of like-charged ions is required for several environ-
mentally important separations. For example, the selective
recoveries of nitrogenous compounds and orthophosphates
from wastewaters with complex ionic compositions are vital to
enable nutrient recycling (i.e., differentiating NO3

− and
HxPO4

3−x anions from Cl−, HCO3
−, and SO4

2− and
discriminating between NH4

+ and other cations of Na+, Ca2+,
and Mg2+).4−6 Likewise, the precise removal of trace
contaminants from much higher concentrations of background
ions (such as Pb2+, Hg2+, Cd2+, and Cr2+ cations from Na+, K+,
Ca2+, and Mg2+ and anions of H2AsO4

−, H2BO3
−, and SeO4

2−

from Cl−, HCO3
−, and SO4

2−) is pivotal for water security.2,7−9

The targeted extraction of Li+ from other cations (e.g., Na+, K+,
Ca2+, and Mg2+) can realize the economic harvesting of
lithium, a critical element in batteries, from unconventional
sources, such as oil and gas produced water.10

Ion-exchange membranes (IEMs) are highly charged
polymeric thin films primarily used in electrodialysis for
brackish water desalination, chloralkali process for electrolytic
manufacture of Cl2(g) and NaOH(aq), and electrodeionization
for ultrapure water production.11−13 The membranes are also
employed in energy applications, such as fuel cells and reverse
electrodialysis.14−19 These IEM processes utilize charged

membranes as barriers to allow the transport of oppositely
charged counterions while retaining like-charged co-ions (and
water). Recently, there is an increasing interest in using IEMs
for separation of like-charged species, that is, beyond
discrimination between counter- and co-ions.20−24 Fundamen-
tal understanding of the transport mechanisms is imperative to
inform the development of ion-selective IEMs and separation
processes,21,22 and there has been much research to that
end.20,22,23

The theoretical framework to quantitatively relate ion
mobilities to membrane parameters and ion properties is
underdeveloped and represents a critical knowledge gap.
Mobility is the ion drift velocity under an electric field and is
related to diffusivity through the Einstein relation.11,25 Ion
transport proceeds as sorption into the membrane followed by
electromigration or diffusion across the IEM, driven by an
electric or chemical potential gradient, respectively.11,26,27

Counterion mobility is, therefore, of key importance for
determining selectivity between like-charged counterions.11,28
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Significant progress has been achieved by previous studies to
elucidate the general factors influencing ion mobility in IEMs.
For example, the membrane properties of water uptake,29−32

fixed charge density,31,33 and nano/microscale structures34−36

have been reported to affect IEM counterion mobility (or
equivalently, conductivity). Counterion properties of size,32,37

valency,29,32,38−40 hydration energy,41 and Lewis acid
strength32 were also found to influence mobility. However,
these past studies are largely phenomenological or qualitative
assessments. The counterion condensation theory is one of the
handful of quantitative approaches that has been applied to
IEMs to obtain predictions for activity coefficients and co-ion-
dominated salt permeabilities.42,43 However, the existing
framework does not account for counterion mobility in the
condensed phase, which was recently shown to be a significant
contributor to net ion fluxes.44 An alternative approach
incorporates molecular frictions between different species,
based on the Maxwell−Stefan theory, into the Nernst−Planck
framework.16,45−47 However, hindrance factors for the
molecular frictions, which are at the center of the model, are
not readily available a priori. The deficiencies in the
understanding of ion mobility impede the development of
membranes and IEM separations capable of better distinguish-
ing between different counterions. As such, there is a need to
further advance first-principles-based models for counterion
mobility.
This study integrates theoretical analysis with experimental

investigation to examine counterion mobility in IEMs. First, a
transport model is presented to describe counterion diffusivity
in IEMs. The model is based on the two primary phenomena
of spatial effect of sorbed water and electrostatic interaction
between mobile ions and fixed charges. Specifically, the spatial
effect of membrane water content on ion diffusivity was
quantified using the Mackie−Meares approach, whereas the
electrostatic effect induced by membrane fixed charges was
modeled as migration of the mobile counterions down a rough
electric potential gradient. Following the construction of the
model, transport experiments were conducted to investigate
the principal factors influencing counterion diffusivity.
Conductivities of different mono-, di-, and trivalent counter-
ions in three commercial cation-exchange membranes (CEMs)
and one anion-exchange membrane (AEM) were experimen-
tally characterized to determine the ion diffusivities in different
IEMs. The impact of counterion-dependent membrane
swelling on diffusivity was then assessed using different
electrolyte solutions. The frictional effect of electrostatic
interaction was quantitatively related to the membrane
structural and electrical properties of fixed charged density
and effective dielectric constant. Discussion then moves to the
role of charged functional groups in the weaker electrostatic
effect observed in the AEM. Next, we review other relevant
ion-transport models and theories, such as ion dehydration,
activated diffusion, Onsager’s relationship, and counterion
condensation, in relation to the framework presented here.
Last, the implications of the counterion mobility transport
model for ion-selective separations are discussed.

■ ION-TRANSPORT MODEL THEORY
Membrane Conductivity, Ion Mobility, and Diffusiv-

ity. For typical IEM processes where migration driven by an
applied electric potential dominates transport, the membrane
ionic conductivity, σ, can be related to the ion mobility, u, or
diffusivity, D, by11,25

∑ ∑σ = | | =F z c u
F

R T
z c Di i i i i i

m m
2

g

2 m m

(1)

where z is the ion valency, c is the molar concentration, F is
Faraday constant, Rg is the ideal gas constant, and T is the
absolute temperature. Subscript i denotes different ionic
current carriers, and superscript m signifies parameters within
the membrane matrix. As shown in eq 1, ion mobility and
diffusivity are related through the Einstein-Smoluchowski
equation, ui

m = |zi|FDi
m/RgT.

25 To avoid potential confusion
between absolute and electrical mobilities,48 which differ by a
factor of |zi|e (e is the elementary charge), diffusivity will be
employed in this study to characterize ion transport within
IEMs.

Mackie−Meares Model for Spatial Effect. IEMs are
water-swollen polymeric films with a high density of ionic
functional groups fixed to the backbone chains. The fixed
moieties exclude most, but not all, like-charged co-ions, and
the membrane preserves electroneutrality by having a high
concentration of counterions within the matrix. Relative to the
motion of ions, the polymer chains have comparatively
insignificant Brownian motion and, thus, can be considered
as rigid blocks.49 Transport across IEMs can be described by
the obstruction theory of diffusion,49−51 where ions migrate
through a tortuous path formed by the water phase of the
membrane matrix (i.e., space occupied by the polymer is
inaccessible), as illustrated in Figure 1. Based on that molecular

description, the Mackie−Meares approach expresses the
distribution of polymer phase using a lattice model (neglecting
specific solute−membrane interactions) to yield a quantitative
relationship between diffusivities within the membrane, Di

SE,
and in aqueous solution, Di

s49,50

Figure 1. Schematic depicting counterion transport in a water-swollen
IEM (CEM in this illustrative example), governed by spatial effect and
electrostatic interaction. In the Mackie−Meares spatial model,
counterions (red circles) migrate in the water phase of the membrane
matrix (blue region), that is, nonobstructed, whereas the polymer
phase, represented by the green region, is considered to be
inaccessible for transport. The fixed functional groups, denoted by
green circles, exert an attractive electrostatic force on the oppositely
charged mobile counterions, retarding the ion movement. Migration
of the counterion down the rough electric potential gradient, φ,
causes a friction-like loss in the effective ion mobility.
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where fw is the volume fraction of water in the IEM.
The Mackie−Meares model utilizes only one parameter, fw,

which can be readily determined from the experimental
measurements of membrane structural properties. This
simplicity offers an advantage for transport analyses over
other spatial models that require additional fitting parameters,
such as the semiempirical method proposed by Yasuda,52 Di

SE

= Di
s exp[−B(1 − fw)/fw], with an empirical coefficient, B. The

Mackie−Meares model is, hence, employed in this study. The
influence of different theoretical spatial models will be further
discussed in a later section.
Mobility Impediment due to Electrostatic Interaction

between Mobile Counterions and Membrane Fixed
Charges. In electrolyte solutions, the ions are essentially point
charges that each exerts an electric field. An individual ion
moving through the solution experiences these electrostatic
interactions, and the net effect is a reduction in the effective
mobility, particularly at high ionic strengths.48 The classic
Debye−Hückel model utilized the Poisson−Boltzmann equa-
tion to describe this phenomenon,53 which Onsager later
modified to explain molar conductivity changes at different
electrolyte concentrations.54 Previous studies, including the
works of Lifson and Jackson55−57 and Manning,58,59 then
extended the theoretical framework to polyelectrolyte
solutions, where mobile counterions diffuse through charged
functional groups anchored onto polymer chains in the
solventa system highly analogous to transport in IEMs,
thus providing the basis to apply the theory for the analysis of
ion migration across charged membranes here.
Development of the model is detailed in the Supporting

Information, and the key concepts are briefly introduced here.
The phenomena of nonconvective ion transport in such fixed-
charge systems can be perceived as a physics model of point
charge migration down a “rough” electric potential gradient.60

In an uncharged homogenous medium, the electric potential
gradient induced by an applied external voltage is smooth. The
presence of distributed fixed point charges (i.e., charged
functional groups on the polymer backbone) produces an
effective electric field that is the vector sum of the contribution
from each point charge, resulting in a spatially nonuniform
electric potential terrain. At the membrane matrix-scale, the
electric field from the fixed point charges perturbs the smooth
slope of the external voltage-induced potential, and the overall
result is a downward sloping but “rough” electric potential (φ
in Figure 1). Mobile point charges of counterions moving
down the net negative gradient experience local electrostatic
interactions of Coulombic attraction at nanometer length
scales (typical distance between IEM fixed charges is 0.2−2
nm42,61−63). The roughness in the electric potential causes a
friction-like loss in the macroscale effective ion mobility.
Electrostatic effects from other mobile counterions in the
membrane matrix will also affect transport and are factored
into this model, as detailed in the Supporting Information
(although these ions are not explicitly depicted in Figure 1 for
simplicity in presentation). Co-ions, similarly, encounter
repulsive forces from the fixed functional groups. However,
because co-ion concentration within the membrane for typical
IEM operations is several orders of magnitude lower than that

of counterions,42,64 the effects associated with co-ions are not
considered in this analysis.
Past efforts to represent the electrostatic influence in IEMs

introduced an arbitrary coefficient to adjust for the impeded
ion transport. However, such empirically driven treatments are
not able to reveal the underlying membrane and ion properties
that govern the phenomena.40,65 With the first-principles-based
framework established by Manning as the foundation,58 we
reformulate and extend the fixed-charge lattice model to
further (i) factor in membrane structural and electrical
properties and (ii) account for valency of the mobile ion
(detailed model derivation is presented in the Supporting
Information) to yield an analytical expression to relate ion
diffusivity in the rough electric potential within IEMs, Di

EI, to
membrane and ion properties

= −D D Azexp( )i i i
EI UN 2

(3a)

θ
π ε

=A
e N

k T
c

16

4
A
2/3

4 2
B
2 2 fix

m2/3

(3b)

where e is the elementary charge, NA is Avogadro constant, and
kB is Boltzmann constant. Di

UN is ion diffusivity in a uniform
electric field, where electrostatic interactions between ions
(either mobile or fixed) can be ignored, similar to an infinitely
dilute solution. Electrical properties of the IEM are reflected in
parameter A of the exponential term, namely, fixed charge
density (per volume of swollen membrane), cfix

m , and
permittivity of the membrane matrix, ε (product of vacuum
permittivity and dielectric constant, ε0εr). According to the
model, the dielectric constant should describe the environment
of the membrane matrix, that is, the polymer−water
composite. However, as the immediate vicinity of the mobile
ion is primarily water, it is plausible that the effective dielectric
constant experienced by counterions is disproportionately
weighed toward the water-phase dielectric constant. The point
will be further addressed in the discussion sections. θ is a
coefficient arising from the numerical summation of infinite
vectors and is 5.48, assuming fixed functional group charges are
point charges (additional assumptions and approximations are
explained in the Supporting Information). Note that counter-
ion-dependent swelling can affect fw,

66 but the net effect on cfix
m

is marginal (≈±5% in this study). Therefore, the impact of
varying membrane fixed charge density on A is insignificant,
and a constant effective cfix

m is used.
Integration of Spatial and Electrostatic Effects for

IEM Transport Model. Combining the spatial model to
account for the water and polymer phases of the IEM matrix
and the electrostatic interactions between mobile ions and
fixed functional groups yields an expression for the effective ion
mobility within the membrane
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A logarithmic transformation linearizes the relationship
between the logarithm of the diffusivity ratio, ln(Di

m/Di
s),

and the ion valency squared, zi
2, with a negative slope of A and

the natural logarithm of the Mackie−Meares spatial parameter,
2 ln[fw/(2 − fw)], being the intercept
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Equation 4b enables regression analyses on the transport
model, specifically, to quantitatively evaluate the roles of ion
valency and membrane structural and electrical properties of
water volume fraction, fixed charge density, and dielectric
constant on ion migration.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Membranes and Chemicals. Three commercial CEMs,

Selemion CMV (Asahi Glass, Tokyo, Japan), Fumasep FKS-50
(FUMATECH BWT GmbH, Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany),
and MEGA Ralex CMHPES (MEGA a.s., Straz pod Ralskem,
Czechia), and one AEM, Selemion AMV (Asahi Glass, Tokyo,
Japan), were procured from the manufacturers. The charged
functional groups of the CEMs and AEM are sulfonate and
quaternary ammonium, respectively.67−72 Fumasep FKS is a
homogeneous membrane, whereas the other three are
composite membranes containing support layers.67−72 Salts
and salt hydrates of NaCl, CaCl2·2H2O, MgCl2·6H2O, AlCl3·
6H2O, LaCl3·7H2O, Na2CO3, and Na3PO4·12H2O were
acquired from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA). NaBr, NaNO3,
and Na2SO4 were obtained from ACROS Organics (Morris
Plains, NJ), whereas KCl was acquired from LabChem
(Zelienople, PA). All chemicals were ACS or higher grade
and used as received to prepare the electrolyte solutions for
counterion diffusivity experiments. Deionized (DI) water was
obtained from a Milli-Q ultrapure water purification system
(Millipore, Billerica, MA).
Structural Properties Characterization. Three mem-

brane structural properties of ion-exchange capacity, swelling
degree (SD), and polymer density were characterized to
investigate the transport mechanisms governing counterion
mobility. Ion-exchange capacity, IEC, is defined as the number
of fixed charges per unit weight of the dry membrane.11 The
IECs of CEMs were determined using the acid titration
method,73,74 while the AEM was characterized by the ion
elution method.75,76 SD is defined as the mass of sorbed water
per unit mass of the dry polymer.11 Because membrane
swelling is affected by the counterion in the membrane
matrix,66 the membranes were soaked in the same electrolyte
solutions as the conductivity measurement experiments (1.0
equiv/L). For each IEM, SDs for different counterions were
calculated from the wet and dry masses of the membranes,73

correcting for the contribution from sorbed counterions.
Polymer densities of the dry membranes, ρp, were charac-
terized with a pycnometer using DI water.77 Detailed
characterization protocols for IEC, SD, and ρp can be found
in the Supporting Information. Volume fraction of water, fw,
describes the available volume within the IEM matrix for ion
transport and is calculated as64

ρ
ρ ρ

=
+

f
SD/

SD/ 1/w
w

w p (5)

where ρw is the volumetric mass density of water. The number
of fixed charges per unit volume of the wetted membrane is the
IEM fixed charge density, cfix

m64

ρ
=c

f
IEC

SDfix
m w w

(6)

Electrochemical Properties Characterization. Diffusiv-
ities of different counterions in each membrane were
characterized using direct current chronopotentiometry in a
four-electrode cell with an electrochemical workstation (Inter-

face 1010E, Gamry, Warminster, PA).73 Counterions inves-
tigated for the three CEMs are Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Al3+, and
La3+, whereas Cl−, Br−, NO3

−, CO3
2−, SO4

2−, and PO4
3− were

examined for the AEM. Co-ions for the CEMs and AEM are
Cl− and Na+, respectively. Single electrolyte solutions at 1.0
equiv/L were prepared for the diffusivity measurements (e.g.,
1.0 M NaCl, 0.50 M Na2SO4, and 0.33 M AlCl3 for mono-, di-,
and trivalent counterions, respectively). The intermediate
concentration of 1.0 equiv/L was purposefully chosen to
minimize the interference of boundary layer resistance at lower
concentrations.78 Before the electrochemical characterizations,
the membranes were soaked in the electrolyte test solution for
more than 24 h. Transport numbers of the counterions were
utilized to exclude the current contribution from co-ions.
Dielectric permittivity properties of hydrated IEMs were
characterized by dielectric relaxation spectroscopy, DRS, in
the microwave frequency range on a vector network analyzer
(VNA, N9928A, Keysight, Santa Rosa, CA).79−81 Detailed
procedures of the electrochemical measurements and related
considerations can be found in the Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
“Valency Gap” in Counterion Mobility. Figure 2 shows

the experimentally determined diffusivities of Na+, K+, Mg2+,

Ca2+, Al3+, and La3+ counterions in Selemion CMV CEM
(columns) and literature values of ion diffusivities in an
infinitely diluted aqueous solution (symbols).82 All counterion
diffusivity results for the IEMs are listed in Tables S4−S7 of
the Supporting Information. In bulk solution, ions with the
same valency have similar diffusion coefficients (within 32%)
despite the disparate molecular weights. However, the
diffusivities are significantly lower as the charge on the ion
increases: Di

s reduces by 54−72% as ion valency rises from +1
to +3. These Di

s trends are primarily governed by the size of
the hydrated ion in bulk aqueous medium.48 Despite the
difference in bare radius, ions of the same valency end up with
comparable hydrated sizes, whereas a higher charge produces
greater ion-dipole attraction forces, resulting in more solvating
water molecules and, hence, a larger hydrated ion size with
correspondingly lower diffusivity.
The counterion diffusivities in the membrane matrix are at

least 1 order of magnitude lower than the aqueous diffusivities

Figure 2. Diffusivities of different mono-, di-, and trivalent
counterions in Selemion CMV CEM, Di

m (columns), and bulk
aqueous solution, Di

s (symbols, data from literature).82 Percentages
indicate the decrease in diffusivity from mono- to divalent ions and di-
to trivalent ions.
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(<10−10 m2/s compared to ≈10−9 m2/s). The diminished
mobility of ions within the IEM is expected, given the reduced
availability of nonobstructed volume for transport. Similar to
the behavior in bulk solution, ions of the same valency have
comparable Di

m. More importantly, Di
m between ions of

different valencies drops much more drastically (approximately
one order of magnitude) when contrasted against the aqueous
solution trend. This markedly greater decline in ion mobility in
the IEM cannot be explained by the ion hydration size.
The trend exhibited in Figure 2, which we term the “valency

gap” of counterion mobility, is commonly observed in IEM
studies.29,39,40,83 Although different counterions can induce
varying degrees of membrane swelling,66 which in turn affects
the volume fraction of water, fw (eq 5), SD alone is not
sufficient to cause the order of magnitude discrepancy (SD
data are presented in Tables S2 and S3 of the Supporting
Information and membrane ρp and IEC are summarized in
Table S1), as pointed out by previous studies.29,40,66 Critically,
the scale of the gap deviates between different membranes
(factor of 83−950 for the three CEMs), strongly suggesting
that the underlying mechanisms are influenced by membrane
properties. The diffusivity data indicate that counterion
mobility within IEMs is influenced by a charge-dependent
effect; we hypothesize that the underlying mechanism is the
electrostatic interaction between mobile counterions and fixed
charges of the IEM, that is, higher valency ions experience
greater retardation due to stronger electrostatic attractions.
Regression Analyses on Counterion Diffusivity Show

Good Agreement with the Transport Model for CEMs.
Regression analyses were carried out on the diffusivities of the
six counterions using the model described by eq 4b for the
three commercial CEMs. Figure 3 presents the linear
regression of the logarithmic reduction of membrane diffusivity
compared to aqueous diffusivity, ln(Di

m/Di
s), on the ion

valency squared, zi
2 (i.e., 12, 22, and 32). The regression results

are summarized in Table 1.
The transport model presented earlier indicates a linear

dependence of ln(Di
m/Di

s) on zi
2, with the electrostatic effect

represented by the slope of the fitting line and the vertical axis
intercept denoting the spatial effect (Figure 3A and eq 4b).
The regressions yielded excellent fits for Selemion CMV and
Fumasep FKS CEMs, with coefficients of determination, R2, of
0.996 and 0.989. A good fit was also obtained for Ralex
CMHPES, with R2 = 0.891. Using the intercept values, b, the
volume fraction of water, fw, was back-calculated with eq 4b,
that is, Mackie−Meares model, to be 38.6, 46.0, and 34.3% for
Selemion CMV, Fumasep FKS, and Ralex CMHPES,
respectively, which falls within the reasonable range for
common IEMs.13,42,64 We further note that the back-calculated
fw of Ralex CMHPES is relatively close to the reported
experimental measurements, but the other two membranes
have larger deviations from literature values. Further analyses
of the volume fraction of water and membrane swelling are
discussed in the next sections. The generally consistent
agreements between experimental diffusivity data and mem-
brane structural property (i.e., fw) with theoretical calculations
provide substantiation for the model presented in this study,
that is, ion transport in IEMs; specifically, the valency gap can
be described by the primary mechanisms of spatial effect and
electrostatic interaction. The next sections further examine the
quantitative relationships between counterion mobility and
membrane properties in the context of the two phenomena.

Spatial Effect Is Better Modeled by Accounting for
Counterion-Dependent Membrane Swelling. The Mack-
ie−Meares spatial model is governed by the volume fraction of
water, fw (eq 2), which is in turn determined by the membrane
SD (eq 5). Because different counterions swell the membrane
to varying degrees,66 the water uptakes of IEMs in each 1.0
equiv/L electrolyte solution were measured to investigate the
effect of swelling. Figure 4A presents the SD of Ralex
CMHPES with the six counterions (symbols, left vertical
axis), and the data of other membranes are listed in Table S2
of the Supporting Information. SD generally declines as the
valency increases, dropping from 0.465 (Na+) to 0.388 (La3+),
with the exception of K+. The negative correlation between
water uptake and valency is due to the change in the swelling
pressure. Raising the valency from 1 to 2 and 3 reduces the
total number of counterions in the membrane matrix to 1/2
and 1/3, respectively, consequently lowering the swelling
pressure difference across the aqueous−membrane interface
and, thus, lessening the water uptake.66 The lower swelling of
K+ was also commonly observed in ion-exchange polymer
studies and can be attributed to the substantially lower
hydration energy of the ion.66,84,85 The other two CEMs
exhibited similar trends (Table S2 of the Supporting
Information).
The experimentally characterized SDs can be used to

calculate the volume fractions of water, fw, with eq 5, which
were then utilized to determine the Mackie−Meares spatial
parameters, [fw/(2 − fw)]

2, that is, intercept in eq 4b. The
results are shown in Figure 4A (columns, right vertical axis).
Because of the range of SDs induced by the different
counterions, [fw/(2 − fw)]

2 varies between 0.0301 and
0.0458 for the Ralex CMHPES CEM, that is, changes to the
structure of the membrane matrix influenced the counterion
mobility by altering the volume available for ion migration.
Swelling elasticity of the membranes is accounted for by

Figure 3. Regression analyses on counterion diffusivities in CEMs:
(A) Illustrative plot depicting electrostatic and spatial effects of the
model. (B) Selemion CMV, (C) Fumasep FKS, and (D) Ralex
CMHPES. The natural logarithms of membrane diffusivity over
aqueous diffusivity, ln(Di

m/Di
s), are regressed on the ion valency

squared, zi
2, of the counterions. The vertical axis intercept, b, is

determined by the spatial effect, while the slope, A, describes the
strength of the electrostatic effect.
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incorporating the natural logarithm of the Mackie−Meares
spatial parameter into the regression analysis
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where b* is defined as the model fitting residual (discussed
later). The SD-corrected regression for Ralex CMHPES is
shown in Figure 4B, and the fitting parameters for the three
CEMs are reported in Table 1. Accounting for counterion-
dependent membrane swelling improved the R2 of Ralex
CMHPES from 0.891 to 0.907. Excellent fittings were still
obtained for the other two membranes, although R2 marginally
decreased to 0.986 and 0.985. Additionally, the strength of
electrostatic interactions, that is, the slope of regression lines,
did not change significantly after the SD correction and is
analyzed next.
Electrostatic Interaction of Charged Membrane

Matrix on Counterions Retards Migration. In the
proposed transport model, the electrostatic interaction
between mobile counterions and fixed charged groups of the
membrane matrix is represented by the slope of the regression

line, A, and is expressed as a function of fixed charge density,
cfix
m , and effective dielectric constant, εr, of the IEM; specifically,
A ∝ cfix

m2/3, εr
−2 (eq 3b). Therefore, counterion mobility is

quantitatively related to the structural and electrical properties
of the membranes. Table 1 lists the average fixed charge
density determined from ion-exchange capacity measurements
and different SDs induced by the six counterions (eq 6). Using
experimentally characterized cfix

m and model regression param-
eter A, the remaining unknown of effective dielectric constants
are determined to be 63, 51, and 74 for Selemion CMV,
Fumasep FKS, and Ralex CMHPES, respectively (Table 1). All
three values lie between the dielectric constants of pure water
at ambient conditions (≈78)86 and the unhydrated polymers
of common IEMs (<10).19,87−89 As the membrane matrix is a
composition of the water and polymer phases, the dielectric
constant experienced by mobile counterions migrating across
the IEM can be expected to be a function of the composition
and dielectric constants of water and polymer.88 More
hydrated IEMs would, hence, exhibit permittivity closer to
water. The experimentally determined fw values match this
expected trend, with membranes of higher water volume
fraction (Ralex CMHPES > Selemion CMV > Fumasep FKS)
showing greater εr. Because the electrostatic interaction is
inversely proportional to the square of the dielectric constant, a
lower εr indicates a membrane with a stronger electrostatic
interaction.90 Therefore, a membrane with higher water
content has a weaker valency-dependent electrostatic effect.
Experimental characterization of the bulk membrane

permittivity using dielectric relaxation spectroscopy gave a
consistent ε−fw trend. The static relative permittivity at the
high-frequency range yielded dielectric constants of 3.7, 3.2,
and 7.7 for hydrated Selemion CMV, Fumasep FKS, and Ralex
CMHPES, respectively (Table 1). These experimental
measurements rank in the same order as εr determined from
regression analyses of the transport model, thus offering
additional support that membranes with greater water content
experience weaker electrostatic effect. We note that the
absolute values of membrane dielectric constants characterized
by DRS are much lower than the model-derived εr values. The
DRS measurements are closer to the range of polymer-only
dielectric constants,19,87−89 whereas the model-derived results
are more similar to pore water.91 We postulate that the
discrepancy is possibly attributed to two factors: DRS
inherently characterizes global (or bulk average) dielectric

Table 1. Fitting Parameters of the Regression Analyses, Coefficient of Determination (R2), Slope (A), Vertical Axis Intercept
(b), Effective Dielectric Constant (εr), before and after SD Correction, Experimentally Determined Fixed Charge Density
(Averaged across the Six Counterions), cfix

m , and Dielectric Constant Measured by DRS, εDRS, of the Three Commercial CEMs

Selemion CMV Fumasep FKS Ralex CMHPES

cfix
m (M) 2.23 1.69 1.72

initial fitting (without SD correction)
R2 0.996 0.989 0.891

slope, A 0.561 0.688 0.339
intercept, b −2.86 −2.42 −3.14

effective dielectric constant, εr 62 51 73

after SD correction

R2 0.986 0.985 0.907
slope, A 0.540 0.691 0.329

intercept, b* 0.823 1.73 0.103
effective dielectric constant, εr 63 51 74

DRS measurement delectric constant, εDRS 3.7 ± 0.3 3.2 ± 0.2 7.7 ± 0.9

Figure 4. Influence of counterion-dependent swelling on the spatial
effect and membrane counterion diffusivities: (A) SD (symbols, left
vertical axis) and the Mackie−Meares spatial parameter, [fw/(2 −
fw)]

2 (columns, right vertical axis), for different counterions; (B)
regression analysis of counterion mobilities on the ion valency
squared, zi

2, accounting for different membrane swelling by
subtracting the natural logarithms of the Mackie−Meares spatial
parameter from the diffusivity ratio between membrane and bulk
solution, ln(Di

m/Di
s) − 2 ln[fw/(2 − fw)]. The vertical axis intercept is

defined as the fitting residual, b*, and the slope of the regression line,
A, describes the strength of the electrostatic effect. Only Ralex
CMHPES CEM is presented for brevity and concision; results for
other IEMs are shown in Table S2 of the Supporting Information.
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properties and the model potentially overestimating electro-
static interactions.
DRS measures the bulk relative permittivity of hydrated

membranes, and hence, measurements include contributions
from both water and polymer components of the IEMs. As the
continuous phase of the polymer is a significantly greater
portion of the hydrated IEM than the dispersed phase of water,
measurement of the bulk dielectric constant is nearer to the
polymer property.87,88 However, at the molecular scale, the
space for electrostatic interactions between the mobile
counterion and the closest fixed functional groups is mostly
water-filled. Therefore, the effective dielectric constant
experienced by the migrating ion should be principally
governed by the local dielectric environment, that is, primarily
water in the nonpolymer phase of the membrane, rather than
the bulk average relative permittivity. However, nanoscale
dielectric environment within IEMs is not experimentally
accessible at present. In the Supporting Information, the
Maxwell−Garnett approach for effective medium approxima-
tion is employed to show that the dielectric constant of the
water phase in the membrane, εw, may match the εr values
from the model. However, actual calculations of εw using the
Maxwell−Garnett method require highly precise measure-
ments of both the dry membrane dielectric constant and the
fractional water volume that are beyond the limits of current
characterization techniques.
Another possible reason for the mismatch between DRS-

characterized and model-derived εr may be due to incomplete-
ness of the proposed transport framework in describing the
actual electrostatic effect. The model simplifies the electrostatic
forces between fixed functional groups and mobile counterions
to be point charge interactions. In reality, the two charged
entities have finite volumes and are not point charges (e.g.,
bare and hydrated radii of the mobile ions range from 0.50−
1.15 and 3.31−4.75 Å,92 respectively). Thus, in the nanoscale
space of the membrane matrix, the simplifying assumption of
point charge interactions may not always hold true. The model,
hence, likely overestimates the electrostatic interactions,
leading to a higher dielectric constant back-calculated from
the fitting parameter, A.
The model fitting residual, b*, represents the general validity

of the proposed transport model and unavoidable experimental
variations. Ideally, the fitting lines based on eq 7 should pass
through the origin, that is, b* = 0. The model fitting residual of
0.103 for Ralex CMHPES is close to this ideal, but the residual
intercepts of Selemion CMV and Fumasep FKS are
significantly greater than zero at 0.823 and 1.73, respectively
(Table 1 and Figure 4B), that is, the model underestimates
experimental ion diffusivities. The deviations can be caused by
uncertainties in the experimental measurements, the interfer-
ence of the enmeshed support layer, and imprecisions of the
models in describing the complete transport phenomena.
Inevitable random errors in the experimental measurements,
mainly characterization of the ionic conductivity93 and
gravimetric measurements of water volume fraction in the
membranes,94 may have contributed to the nonzero b*.
Commercial IEMs commonly possess an enmeshed support
layer (the Fumasep FKS membrane in this study is an
exception),95 which can potentially influence transport, for
example, by decreasing the available volume for ion
permeation and increasing tortuosity of the transport pathway.
Such factors are not explicitly considered in the current
approach. In the electrostatic interaction and spatial effect

models, the simplifying assumptions necessary to express ion
transport down a rough electric potential gradient and across
tortuous paths of nonobstructed volume as analytical
expressions, eqs 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b, likely promoted variances
in the estimated diffusivity. Additionally, neglecting the finite
volume of the charged entities, as discussed above, possibly
tilted the regression line slopes and resulted in a fitting
residual, whereas the decreased accuracy of the Mackie−
Meares model for low SD membranes can also lead to
divergence from the actual Di

SE.49,50 The Yasuda model, an
alternative semiempirical approach to quantify the spatial
effect, assumes the effective free volume to be proportional to
the water volume, which introduces a empirical factor, B, to
yield Di

m = Di
s exp[−B(1 − fw)/fw].

52 The additional empirical
factor affords greater flexibility to account for other effects,
such as membrane microstructure, hydrodynamics, and specific
solute features,51 to enhance the precision of model
predictions.

Weaker Electrostatic Effect Observed in AEMs. Figure
5A presents ln(Di

m/Di
s) as a function of zi

2 for AEM Selemion

AMV. Compared to CEMs (Figure 3B−D and Table 1), the
drop in diffusivity as valency increases is not as pronounced.
The regression analysis of ion diffusivity on valency, without
SD corrections, is also shown. The poor fitting, with a low R2

of 0.319, is due to the water uptake behavior of the AEM with
different anions. Unlike the CEMs, which have a considerably
narrower range of SDs across the different cations (relative
variability within 11%), the SD of the AEM varied more
drastically across the anions investigated (relative variability of
23.5%). Additionally, multivalent anions, especially CO3

2− and
PO4

3−, produced significantly higher water uptake in Selemion
AMV than monovalent species (Figure 5B), opposite to the
observed trend for CEMs. As expected, accounting for the
swelling elasticity with eq 7 yielded greatly improved fitting (R2

Figure 5. Analyses on counterion diffusivities in the AEM, Selemion
AMV: (A) Logarithms of membrane diffusivity over aqueous
diffusivity, ln(Di

m/Di
s), regressed on the ion valency squared, zi

2, of
the counterions; (B) SD (symbols, left vertical axis) and the Mackie−
Meares spatial parameter, [fw/(2 − fw)]

2 (columns, right vertical
axis), for different counterions; (C) SD-corrected regression
incorporating the Mackie−Meares spatial parameter. (D) Schematic
illustrating hydrocarbon groups, R1,2,3, sterically hindering the mobile
anion from approaching the charged nitrogen atom (N+), thus
weakening the electrostatic interaction.
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= 0.946, Figure 5C). Detailed SD results are reported in Table
S3 of the Supporting Information, along with discussion on the
treatment for phosphate ions.
The strength of the electrostatic effect, signified by the

regression line slope after the SD-correction, is appreciably
lower for the AEM than those for the CEMs (0.172 and
0.329−0.691, respectively). The weaker electrostatic inter-
actions can be attributed to the molecular structure of
quaternary ammonium, the typical fixed charge group in the
AEMs.11,13 As discussed previously, Coulombic attraction
forces are determined by the distance between the two charges.
The four hydrocarbon groups in quaternary ammoniums can
sterically hinder mobile anions from approaching the positively
charged nitrogen atom (Figure 5D),96 thereby limiting the
attractive interactions and weakening the overall electrostatic
effect. The sterically obstructed electrostatic interaction is a
plausible explanation for the effective dielectric constant of 105
calculated from the point charge-based model, which is even
larger than that of pure water (≈78). The weakening of
electrostatic interaction by steric obstruction has been reported
to affect sorption selectivity in ion-exchange studies.66,97,98 In
contrast, the sulfonate functional group of the CEMs does not
experience such steric hindrance.
Relation of Spatial Effect and Electrostatic Inter-

action to Other Models and Theories. Previous models
and theories have been put forth to describe the general ion
transport in IEMs and, more specifically, explain the relation-
ships between ion mobility and properties of the membrane
and ion.21,31,41,44,99−103 This section discusses the relations and
principal differences between some of the prevailing
approaches and the current proposed framework. The
hydration energy of mobile ions has been reported to
negatively correlate with ion conductivity or permeability in
IEMs.41,104 Hydration energy can influence ion transport in
IEMs through several mechanisms, including ion partitioning
across the solution−membrane interface,104 alteration of ion
transport pathway due to changes in membrane SD,66

influence of hydrated ion size on mobility,48,66 and ion−
water interactions within the IEM.41 Although ion hydration−
dehydration at the interface can influence the partitioning of
the species into the membrane matrix,104,105 it is unlikely to
change diffusivity, which is the mobility of ions in the IEM.
Hydration energies of different ions affect membrane SD and
determine the Stokes radii.48,66 The impacts of these two
phenomena of pathway alteration and hydrated ion size on ion
transport are expressed in the Mackie−Meares spatial
parameter (through the fractional volume of water, fw) and
reflected in the bulk phase aqueous diffusivity, respectively.
However, as discussed earlier, the mechanisms by themselves
are insufficient to quantitatively explain the orders of
magnitude gap in counterion mobility observed in Figures
2−5. Furthermore, a recent study on polyamide membranes
suggests that sodium ions in large channels with radii > 0.5 nm
exhibit no observable difference in average hydration number
compared to the bulk solution.106 IEMs have substantially
greater SDs than the dense polyamide membranes and also
have more open architectures (for instance, Nafion membranes
possess water clusters with radii of 2−2.5 nm connected by
channels of 0.5−0.75 nm radii).61 Therefore, the role of
hydration is unlikely to be significant.
A past study conjectured that ions permeating across the

IEM continually associate and disassociate with water
molecules in the membrane matrix.41 Ions of higher valence

have larger absolute values of hydration energy and would,
therefore, experience higher energy barriers during transport.
Di- and trivalent ions are, thus, more hindered.99 It is doubtful
that the phenomenon, if indeed it occurs, is the dominant
mechanism and can fully account for the valency gap. Ion-
dipole forces between counterions and water are significantly
weaker than ion−ion attraction between charged mobile ions
and fixed functional groups. Therefore, it is more plausible that
electrostatic interaction is the primary mechanism governing
counterion transport. The observed correlation between ion
transport and hydration energy reported by the past study41

can be alternatively explained by the underpinning factor of ion
valency, which influences hydration energy (ions with higher
valency have greater absolute values of hydration energy)99 but
also plays a central role in the electrostatic effect presented
here. Findings of a recent work offer further support for the
proposed electrostatic interaction model.100 The study
combined quantum chemistry calculations and experimental
measurements to quantitatively show that electrostatic
interaction is the dominant effect for counterions with different
charges.
The counterion condensation theory,59 which was recently

applied to predict activity coefficient, diffusivity, and salt
permeability of ions in IEMs,42−44,107 also considered the
effects of rough electric potential on ion migration. The
counterion condensation model, however, has a principal
difference that distinguishes it from the approach presented in
this current study. Under the counterion condensation
framework for self-diffusion, a fraction of the mobile
counterions is considered to be associated with the membrane
fixed charges, that is, condensed, with the remainder
counterions being uncondensed. The condensed counterions
are treated as immobile point charges and have a shielding
effect on the electric field exerted by the fixed charges. Hence,
although the uncondensed counterions experience impeded
transport due to the rough electric potential, the effect is
lessened because of the shielding of the electric field by the
condensed counterions. In contrast, the model presented here
does not discretize the condensation state of the counterions,
and therefore, all mobile counterions are exposed to the
undiminished rough electric potential.
In the counterion condensation model, quantification of

counterion mobility requires detailed information of micro-
and nanoscale structural and material properties, especially
when assessing the condensed phase mobility in low SD
membranes.43,44,62,107 In contrast, the approach presented in
this study does not segregate the counterions into condensed
and uncondensed phases to apply separate treatments because
the spatial effect and electrostatic interaction are described
using macroscale parameters. As such, the model parameters,
cfix
m , ε, fw, z, and D, are more experimentally accessible, enabling
the framework presented in this study to quantitatively assess
the governing phenomena in IEM transport and elucidate the
roles of membrane and ion properties. Importantly, a recent
study reported that condensed counterions actually contribute
significantly to net ion transport under an electrochemical
potential gradient.44 This finding is at odds with the original
assumption of the counterion condensation model, which
specifies that condensed ions are immobile, and highlights the
need to further modify the theoretical framework in order to
develop quantitative relationships for the condensed phase.
Nonetheless, we note that the counterion condensation model
and this approach are not mutually exclusive; the two
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frameworks can potentially be merged into a unified theory for
transport in IEMs.
The electrostatic effect model described by eq 3b of the

main manuscript quantifies the influence of fixed charge
density, cfix

m , and temperature, T. In the model, the electrostatic
effect parameter, A, is a function of cfix

m and T by power-law
relations with exponents of 2/3 and −2, respectively, that is, A
∝ cfix

m2/3, T−2. Onsager examined electrolyte solution systems
where both cations and anions are mobile and derived a
corresponding relationship, which indicates that the normal-
ized diffusivity drop is proportional to the square root of
concentration, that is, ΔD/D ∝ c1/2.54 The relationship has
been adopted to describe the electrostatic interactions between
charged entities inside IEMs31 (the distinctions between
Onsager’s approach from the framework used by the model
presented here were discussed in another study).58 However,
Onsager’s relationship is based on a system with both
positively and negatively charged entities being mobile and,
hence, does not correctly describe the physics of transport in
IEMs, where only counterions are mobile and charged
functional groups are stationary. Because of this principal
conceptual difference, Onsager’s relationship, therefore, is
expected to underestimate the retarding effect of electrostatic
interactions in IEMs. The A ∝ cfix

m2/3 relationship of the
electrostatic interaction model presented here is, hence,
mechanistically more rigorous.
Several IEM studies adopted an activated diffusion model to

describe ion movement, expressing diffusivity with the
Arrhenius equation, Di = Di

o exp(−Ea/RgT).
100,101,104 Ea is

the activation energy and describes the energy barriers
including, but not limited to, electrostatic effects.100 The
power-law exponent of T in the Arrhenius equation is −1, and
previous regression analyses of ion diffusivities at different
temperatures produced reasonably good fittings.100,101 This
finding appears to contradict the validity of the electrostatic
interaction model (eq 3b), which specifies a power-law
exponent of −2. However, closer scrutiny of the temperatures
used in the regressions reveals a significant shortcoming in the
past analyses. Because the water-swollen IEMs operate over a
relatively narrow range of ≈0−40 °C (273−313 K), regression
analyses are inherently not able to definitively differentiate the
power-law exponent of T (e.g., T−1 varies by < 13% in the
investigated range).58 As such, the quantitative influence of
temperature on ion transport in IEMs is yet to be conclusively
determined.

■ IMPLICATIONS

A more complete understanding of the structure−property
performance relationships of IEM transport can inform the
advancement of ion-selective separations. In this study, we
present a first-principles-based model with two governing
phenomena, the spatial effect of sorbed water and the
electrostatic interactions between mobile ions and fixed
charges, to describe counterion mobility in membranes.
Application of the theoretical framework to analyze the
experimental results showed that the orders-of-magnitude
gaps between membrane mobilities of counterions with
different valencies can be attributed to the retarding effect of
electrostatic interaction. Importantly, the model quantitatively
relates counterion diffusivity to experimentally accessible
membrane properties of fractional water volume, fixed charge
density, and dielectric constant.

The transport model presented here demonstrated good
agreement with experimental measurements but is by no
means a complete description of the transport phenomena in
IEMs. To further improve the framework and potentially
achieve predictive uses, subsequent research efforts can probe
the local dielectric property and steric hindrance between
mobile ions and fixed charge groups and improve the rigor of
the spatial effect of available volume for ion transport. Other
frictional effects, such as molecular frictions of the mobile ion
with other mobile ions and with the backbone polymers, are
not considered in this study but can also exert significant
influence on the ion mobility.45 In addition, specific ion effects,
such as ion pairing,108,109 formation of ionic condensates,103

and chelation,22 may play a role in counterion mobility but are
not explicitly included in this model. These ion-specific
interactions could possibly explain the discrepancies between
ions with the same valency or contribute to the fitting residuals
(Figures 3−5). The formulation of a comprehensive and
robust transport model based on fundamental understanding
of the underlying mechanisms can further elucidate the
governing structure−property performance relationships.
The findings of this study have significant implications for

selective ion separations that are environmentally relevant. For
separations that require the discrimination of ion valencies, for
example, segregating mono- and divalent ions in water
softening and heavy metal (Pb2+, Hg2+, Cd2+, and Cr2+)
removal, the ion mobility model indicates that stronger
electrostatic interactions between the counterions and fixed
charges would yield greater differentiation between the
membrane diffusivity of counterions with different valencies.
Thus, membranes with lower water uptake, higher charge
density, and smaller dielectric constant are required to enhance
valency-based selectivity. However, overall ion transport is the
combination of ion sorption into the membrane, followed by
electromigration or diffusion across the IEM.11 Net selectivity
is, therefore, the combination of sorption selectivity and
diffusion selectivity (affinity and mobility, respectively). As
stronger electrostatic interactions would favor the sorption of
higher valency counterions,66 a tradeoff between affinity and
mobility potentially exists, which would need to be considered
in the design of valency-selective separations and IEMs. IEMs
coated with oppositely charged thin layers or multilayers of
alternating charge can achieve improved valency selectivity
through greater electrostatic repulsion of multivalent ions than
monovalent ions,110,111 that is, a different mechanism from the
electrostatic interaction examined here, but the selectivity
enhancement is obtained at the expense of diminished
permeation fluxes, analogous to the conductivity-permselectiv-
ity tradeoff.64

An even more challenging separation task is the selective
transport of specific counterions from others with the same
valency. Examples of such applications include harvesting
lithium from produced water, recovering nitrogenous nutrients
from waste streams, and removal of environmentally relevant
oxyanions (e.g., H2AsO4

−, H2BO3
−, and H2PO4

−) from Cl−

and HCO3
− background ions.1−3,21,22 The current transport

framework suggests that the spatial effect and electrostatic
interaction are unable to adequately discern between counter-
ions with identical valencies. Therefore, phenomena beyond
those in the present transport model, such as ion-specific
effects, would need to be engineered into the separation
process and membrane development to realize such high-
precision transport selectivity.
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